
Illuminator
INTRODUCTIONI. 

Have you ever had an experience with someone who knows many things about God and the Bible and yet is 

tuned to a very different wave length?

The secret is, that these people have never surrender their life to Jesus Christ and do not have the Holy Spirit. 

Paul explains it in 1 Cor 2:14 The man without the Spirit does not accept the things that come from the Spirit of 

God, for they are foolishness to him, and he cannot understand them, because they are spiritually discerned. 

What can and cannot be done without the SpiritII. 
By our own effort and diligence, we can do careful observation, word studies, context consideration and we may 

be correct in interpretation of the Scriptures and understand it intellectually. But without the Holy Spirit, we can 

never get spiritual understanding (spiritual means Spirit-given). We can never know the truth in the full sense 

(1John 2:20 - But you have an anointing from the Holy One, and all of you know the truth).

The role of the Holy Spirit in Bible reading and studying is called illumination or enlightening. As by inspiration he 

provided Scripture truth for us, so now by illumination he interprets it to us. Illumination is thus the applying of 

God’s revealed truth to our hearts, so that we grasp as reality for ourselves what the text says.

The Reformers, and particularly John Calvin, stressed the way the objective, written Word and the inner, 

supernatural ministry of the Holy Spirit work together, the Holy Spirit illuminating the Word to God’s people. The 

Word without the illumination of the Holy Spirit remains a closed book.” - James M Boice
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“The work of the Spirit in imparting this knowledge is called “illumination,” or enlightening. It is not a giving of 

new revelation, but a work within us that enables us to grasp and to love the revelation that is there before us in 

the biblical text as heard and read, and as explained by teachers and writers.” J.I. Packer

It is interesting to notice that the Greek word for “accept” in 1Cor 2:14 means ‘to take something willingly and 

with pleasure’. We accept what the Spirit is showing us, we love it, we want it, even if it is a rebuke, even if we 

must repent of our sin, change our behavior and do something against our own flesh, nature. H.S. enables us to 

grasp, love, admire and rejoice in His revelation. 

How does it affect the way I do my Bible study? III. 
I pray for help in understanding the mind of God (“Open my eyes, that I may behold Wonderful things 1. 
from Your law.” Psalm 119:18)

Sometimes, sin in my mental and moral system clouds my mind and weakens my will and I miss and 2. 
resist the force of Scripture. God seems to me remote to the point of unreality, and in the face of God’s 

truth I am dull and apathetic. Then comes the Spirit, and opens and unveils my mind and attunes my 

heart so that I understand

Packer: The way to benefit fully from the Spirit’s ministry of illumination is by serious Bible study, 3. 
serious prayer, and serious response in obedience to whatever truths one has been shown already. 

This corresponds to Luther’s dictum that three things make a theologian: oratio (prayer), meditatio 

(thinking in God’s presence about the text), and tentatio (trial, the struggle for biblical fidelity in the 

face of pressure to disregard what Scripture says). 

Bible study is connected with worship. It is a spiritual exercise. We as the ones in the ministry should 4. 
take very seriously the mandate: Study! Exposition that is not borne of hard study produces a warm 

fuzzy feeling that lacks substance. It is candy for the soul. At the same time, if your study is merely 

a cognitive exercise rather than a part of the worship you offer up to God, it will have a cold and 

heartless effect. Eating a rock may be a way to get your daily minerals, but who would want to take 

their minerals in such an indigestable form?

The Holy Spirit in interpretation means that lack of spiritual preparedness hinders accurate 5. 
interpretation.

The Holy Spirit Showed Me…..IV. 

What if someone says that the Spirit is showing him this from the text, and it doesn’t seem right to me?

First of all, we must not say that the Spirit adds more revelation to the written Word. This denies the 1. 

sufficiency of Scripture. His work is always through and in association with the written Word of God, 
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not beyond it or in addition to it. The Holy Spirit and the Word operate together. Holy Spirit who 

inspired the Scriptures and the Holy Spirit who illuminates it are the same. 

Further, if he says it that way, I cannot argue with him or oppose him, because how can I argue 

with the Holy Spirit? It renders such an interpretation non-falsifiable because then the Spirit’s added 

revelation is accessible to me only through you. 

It comes dangerously close to Barth’s neoorthodox position that the Bible becomes the Word of God 2. 

in one’s experience. One can easily see how, in such a scenario, the Bible can be employed like the 

proverbial wax nose to mean anything the molder wants it to mean. This is exactly how many cults 

started.

The role of the Spirit in interpretation is no substitute for diligent study. With a heart sensitive to the 3. 

Spirit, the interpreter must study the Word intensely. The point here is that the Spirit does not make 

study superfluous. “The more self-consciously active the interpreter is in the process, the more likely 

is the Spirit’s illumination” (Klooster). 

The key role of the Spirit is not to add information to the text, or to give us special translating 4. 

abilities, but to soften our hearts in order to receive what is there.” Don Clossom, Probe Ministries. 

I see the role of the Holy Spirit primarily in applying God’s truth into our hearts, helping us to see in 

order to receive it and live by it. 

My response: The role of the Holy Spirit does not mean that he gives us infallible interpretations. I can 5. 

challenge any interpretation and give reasons why I think it is incorrect. If his interpretation is clearly 

not in harmony with the intention of the writer, it is not correct regardless of what he says about Spirit’s 

leading. A lot depends on the attitude of the person who says Holy Spirit showed Him this particular 

interpretation. Does he want to prove that he is right? Did he do his part to study hard, to consult with 

others? An interpretation, that no one came up with during last 2000 years is highly susceptible. What 

is behind his saying “The Spirit Showed me”? 

I need to do my part well – observation, interpretation and application - to see why it does not seem 6. 

right to me. And consult with other resources and people. I can be confident, but humble at the same, 

knowing I am not infallible and I can be wrong.

I would not personally use the phrase “The Spirit showed me” even if the Spirit really illuminated 7. 

God’s Word for me and I could see what I couldn’t see before because it puts the other person to an 

awkward situation – if he disagrees, it looks like he disagrees with the Holy Spirit. The truth is that he 

only disagrees with my interpretation, even if I sincerely believe HS was present in the process. 


